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I. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (5 MARKS) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions 

. 

Question 1. A. martyr  B. compete  C. budget  D. finance 

Question 2. A. disadvantage B. available  C. participate  D. enthusiast  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions.  

 

Question 3. I'm sorry but I didn’t remember _______ your letter. It's still here, in my pocket. 

A. post   B. to post   C. posting   D. that I posted 

Question 4. She got married after _______ from university. 

  A. graduating   B. had graduated  C. would graduate  D. was graduated 

Question 5. We grow ______ in a culture which tells us that it's good to control our feelings. 

  A. from   B. off    C. up    D. out 

Question 6. After a lot of difficulty, he _______ open the door. 

  A. managed   B. succeeded   C. was able to help  D. was capable 

Question 7. I saw him ________ to a nice girl at the school library. 

  A. talked   B. to talk   C. was talking  D. talking 

Question 8. It’s too hot and my hair needs ________. 

 A. to cut  B. being cut  C. cut   D. cutting 

Question 9. Paul didn’t mind __________ by his fortieth birthday party held by his friends.  

 A. to surprise               B. being surprised       C. surprising               D. to be surprised 

Question 10. She became _________ to do something about it. 

A. determined  B. concerned  C. decided  D. interested 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

 

Question 11. A. attitude B. charity  C. quality  D. finance  

Question 12. A. celebrates B. idols  C. mistakes  D. gossips  

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

 

Question 13. Most of the outer planets has large swarms of satellites surrounding them. 

                   A     B            C  D 

Question 14. James A. Garfield has become the twentieth president of the United States in 1881 and was 

A           B     

assassinated later in that year. 

C           D          

Question 15. Having born in Massachusetts in 1852, Albert Farbanks began making banjos in Boston in the  

     A             B      C 

late 1870s. 

  D  

     

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blank. 
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EVERYONE’S AN ARTIST 

Every year, the village of Pettineo (16) ________ its unique arts festival. For a few days each summer, 

artists from all over Europe (17) ________ at this village near the north coast of Sicily to (18) ______ the 

creative atmosphere. During their stay, the artists get together with the local people to paint a one-kilometre 

long picture that runs the length of the high street. (19) _______ the painting is done, each visiting artist 

joins a local family for a big lunch and, in exchange for the meal, the family receives the section of the 

painting that the artist has painted. As a result, though few villagers are rich, almost every home has at least 

one painting by a well-known European artist. Visitors to the village are eagerly (20) ________ into homes 

to see these paintings.  

 

Question 16. A. designs  B. shows  C. honors  D. celebrates  

Question 17. A. group  B. combine  C. crowd  D. gather  

Question 18. A. amuse         B. entertain  C. enjoy  D. excite 

Question 19. A. Just                B. Soon                 C. Once                    D. Only  

Question 20. A. persuaded             B. invited                C. requested                D. attracted  

 

 

II. GIVE THE CORRECT FORM OF THE WORDS IN BRACKETS. (1.25 MARKS) 

1. Sit down and make yourself ___________.      (COMFORT) 

2. Reyes is an active __________ in the protest movement.    (PARTICIPATE) 

3. ‘The new program is really well designed,’ she says __________.   (ENTHUSIASM) 

4. The following morning, Mr Harrison greeted her with careful _________.  (FORMAL) 

5. Booth invented schemes to help the _________ in the community.   (ADVANTAGE) 

 

III. PUT THE VERBS IN BRACKETS INTO THE CORRECT TENSE / FORM. (1.25 MARKS) 

1. The old lady fell as she _________ into the bus.     (GET) 

2. The company seems _________ good progress this year.     (MAKE) 

3. There’s no point _________; the problem will sort itself out.   (WORRY) 

4. Mr. Gibbon usually arrives home early, but this week he ________ home late. (COME) 

5. Although younger than the other children, she demanded ________ in the game. (INCLUDE) 

 

IV. FINISH EACH OF THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES IN SUCH A WAY THAT IT MEANS 

THE SAME AS THE SENTENCE PRINTED BEFORE IT. (2.5 MARKS) 

1. Mary often reads comic books. 

Mary spends a lot ___________________ 

2. The family went skiing a month ago. 

It is ______________________________ 

3. Their house wants another coat of paint. 

They need to have ___________________ 

4. I advise you to put your money in the bank 

You'd ____________________________ 

5. The man didn’t know what I wanted because he wasn’t able to understand English. 

Not  _____________________________. 

______ THE END _______ 


